bellame
skincare tips

Our skincare products are formulated using high grade, clinical active
ingredients. If you are not already using a clinical line we recommend
that you start by introducing our products Into your skincare routine
2x per week and work your way up to 7 days as your skin gets
accustomed to the formula.
For highly sensitive skin, patch testing is key to minimize the risk of a
full breakout. A small part of your chin or cheek is usually a great
place to start. If the reaction is immediate, it can be an allergic
reaction to one of the ingredients, the full listing of each ingredient
can be found on the Shop page of each product (+See full list).
Before you begin a new product, we suggest you keep In mind the
following key points:
As with all skincare routines, but especially high-grade clinical
lines, be sure to use sunscreen when enjoying the outdoors.
Vitamin C Ester can cause a tingly reaction with or without redness.
This is a common reaction for sensitive skin. Vitamin C can also make
your skin more sensitive with sun exposure.
Our Hydrating cleanser is thick enough to be used as a mask. This
also means it is critical to remove the cleanser fully prior to
layering any other product on top, to avoid clogging of the pores.
This can happen over time, so if you are experiencing breakouts after
using the line for a while, this could be the culprit. Gently wiping
the cleanser away with a soft wash cloth is a must, and splashing
your face clean after is always a good idea.
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Never rub your face with the washcloths, our cleanser is meant to
be melted off with warm water (not hot) and gently wipe away. A
soft bamboo washcloth is recommended when wiping the cleanser
away. Never use a harsh washcloth.
Our high grade clinical ingredients in the line gently exfoliate
your skin. In addition to sun protections (sunscreen), the use of a
moisturizer is of the upmost importance. Remember serum is not a
moisturizer, and actually has tiny molecules that allow the
formula to work inside your skin. The moisturizer is meant to lock
in the healthy oil’s.
Make sure you are using enough of the moisturizer and not
skimping. In winter months, it’s very important to continue to
hydrate so each step of the system especially the moisturizer is very
important. Even if you were not using our brand it is one of the
most critical steps in your regimen each day. Remember you are
exfoliating your skin gently and you’re treating it in a clinical
way so moisturizer is very important.
The area around your eyes is the thinnest skin on your entire body
always take extra care with products around this area be sure to
always rinse completely and moisturize . Sun protection is worth
mentioning again, as the eye are is vulnerable due to being so thin
skinned.
If the reaction is immediate, it may be an allergic reaction to one of
the ingredients, the full listing of each ingredient can be found on
the Shop page of each product (+See full list).
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If the reaction happens after using the product for sometime it
could be a purging of the skin. Which is defined as an accelerated
rate of exfoliation. So if you have clogged pores, they can turn
into pimples and active acne when brought to the surface through
exfoliation. Existing blemishes can temporarily become larger. The
purging period can be different for everyone based on their own
skin profile. Most people never experience purging. For those who
do, this typically lasts 4-6 weeks, usually not beyond.
The good news is that our base of loyal repeat customers has
continued to grow significantly in the past few years + our return
orders rate Is extremely low, not just in comparison to the beauty
Industry but even e-commerce.
Of course there can be something that simply doesn’t agree with your
skin , which is normal, no skincare line in the world is perfect for 100%
of the population and that is why we offer a 45 day money-back
guarantee to all our customers.
All that being said as mentioned above it is always best to check with
your dermatologist. As mentioned above, we provide detail list of
every ingredient in each of our products, this is a great thing to
review with your dermatologist, because every skin profile is different.
If it turns out that our line is not suitable for someone, we definitely
look forward to them trying another product from our BELLAME
Portfolio that might better suited for their skin profile.

questions? email us: at hello@bellame.com
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